Introduction 41
Ecological niche modeling (henceforth ENM) is a conceptual approach that 42 allows estimating where a species occurs in a region based on a set of coarse-grain 43 environmental variables (Peterson et al., 2011 , Franklin, 2010 ). This approach is 44 grounded firmly in ecological niche theory and to estimate, at least theoretically, 45
where species can have positive intrinsic growth rates (i.e., source populations; 46 an n-dimensional space (i.e., the ecological space). This fitted model is projected to a 56 geographical region to predict where a species can have a high probability of 57 occurrence given its environmental preferences (Peterson et al., 2011; Peterson & 58 Soberón, 2012) . Several types of mathematical algorithms are used for ENMs 59 depending on the availability of species data. Some techniques only use presence 60 data (e.g., Bioclim), whereas others use presence and absence data (e.g., GLM, 61 GAM). However, as absence data are very hard to collect (Peterson et al., 2011, 62 some techniques to generate a random sample of points across the study region to 63 be used as pseudo-absence data (e.g., GARP; Stockwell, 1999) or background data 64 (e.g., Maxent; Phillips & Dudík, 2008 ).
4
The model outputs are taken as geographical predictions that can be 66 considered, given a specific set of assumptions, as the probability of presence 67 regularization values. However, still is uncertain whether best models selected with 87 AIC tend to minimize the error in predicted presences and absences in binary 88 outputs. As binary outputs are validated in an explicit geographical context, it is 89 necessary to establish whether best models selected with AIC are those with the 90 highest predictive power in the geographical context. 91
In this paper, we ask whether optimal model complexity, captured through AIC 92 to discriminate well between presences and absences in an explicit geographical 94 context. We expect that models with lower AICc values (i.e., the best models) tend to 95 predict correctly an independent dataset of presence and absences. By contrast, 96 models with higher AICc values (i.e., the worst models) are expected to be unable to 97 discriminate correctly between presence and absence data. However, our results 98 suggest that Akaike Information Criteria is not correlated with several validation 99 metrics and therefore should not be used when researchers are interested in a 100 prediction-oriented model, particularly a presence-absence prediction. We 101 recommend that new applications oriented to measure model complexity also should 102 be tested in a geographical context using standard validation metrics (e.g., Kappa, 103
TSS). 104 105

Methods
106
Generation of virtual species and true maps of presence and absence 107
We generated three virtual species based on the distribution of three common 108 mammals distributed in North America (Table 1) . Virtual species allow us to establish 109 correctly where a species can be found (i.e., true presences) and where is not (i.e., greater than zero were considered as presences. From each true presence-absence 125 map, we extracted a random sample of pixels predicted as presences and absences 126 for each virtual species (Table 1) . The presences were randomly split to generate 127 training and testing datasets which were used to calibrate and validate niche models. 128
The number of absences for validating each model was calculated based on the 129 prevalence of each virtual species (Table 1) . 130
131
Ecological niche modeling, model parameterization 132
Using a presence training dataset for each virtual species we generated 133 Maxent models with different regularization values and feature classes using the 134 presences training dataset for each species (Table 1) 
Model accuracy in binary predictions 161
To evaluate the effect of threshold selection in binary predictions, and therefore 162 in the accuracy of prediction-oriented models, we reclassified models using several 163 criteria for each virtual species (Liu et al., 2005; Peterson et al., 2011). We used the 164 following criteria: minimum training presence (MTP), maximizing kappa (max.Kappa), 165 maximizing sensitivity plus specificity (max.Sens.Spec), equal specificity and 166 sensitivity (eq.Spec.Sens) and the same used in the virtual species (Same.Virtual; 167 Table 1) . 168 8 Each binary map was validated using an independent dataset of presences 169 and absences (Table 1 ). The number of absences used to validate models was 170 calculated based on the prevalence of the virtual species and the number of 171 presences left to validate the model (Table 1) Kappa, % true absences, % true presences, % true absences plus true presences). 208
We expect to find a positive correlation between AIC scores and validation scores if 209 both metrics are related. In other words, we expect to find that the highest scores of 210 validation metrics are associated with the best-selected models using AIC. 211
212
Results
213
Our results show that models with a poor performance based on AIC tend to 214 exhibit a highest predictive accuracy using any standard metric of validation (Figure 2  215 and 3). We did not find a correlation between delta AICc values and different 216 validation metrics of predictive accuracy model (Figure 2) . ENMs obtain higher scores 217 with multiple metrics independently of the AICc value (Figure 2 ). These results were 218 similar independently of the threshold criteria used to generate binary map predictions 219 (Figures S1-S6) . We obtain similar results when we estimated the proportion of true 220 presences and absences predicted correctly from "true" and estimated models 221 (Figure 3 ; S7-S9). Although many models exhibited a high sensitivity (i.e., a higher 222 number of presences predicted correctly) independently from delta AICc value (Figure  223 2, middle), by contrast, the specificity (i.e., the number of absences predicted 224 correctly) was very variable across delta AICc values (Figure 2, top) . These results 225 were consistent across several threshold criteria used, but with higher variation for 226 two criteria as minimum training presence and the same threshold value ( Figure S7 -227 S9). It seems that many models independently from its complexity (i.e., delta AICc 228 value) predicted with high accuracy the sites where the species was present but failed 229 in predict the sites where the species was absent. Some optimal models selected 230 2014). We suggest that always will be better to thresholding continuous maps in 254 binary predictions using a threshold value if we are interested in predict a potential or 255 realized geographical distribution. We did it here and we found that results were 256 consistent across several threshold criteria. Indeed, we found that almost all models 257 predicted relatively well the independent presences dataset, independently of the 258 regularization or feature used (Figures S10-S11) . Finally, many models over-259 predicted the "true" geographic distribution (i.e., absence sites were identified 260 incorrectly as presence sites). These results were consistent with previous studies 261
showing that Maxent algorithm tends to extrapolate further "known" niche conditions 262
(Saupe et al., 2014). 263
Our results support the idea that for users interested in prediction-oriented 264 models is better to evaluate which regularization and feature used are better to 265 predict the independent dataset of presences and absences (or pseudo-absences). If 266 users are interested in explanation-oriented models (i.e., estimate niche conditions 267 across geography, or establish what variables determine the presence-absence of a 268 species), strategies to evaluate model complexity as AIC or BIC are warranted. 269
However, we suggest that in that cases it might be necessary to evaluate the 270 performance of different parameterization schemes explicitly in the ecological space. 271 Pulliam, 2000) . Also, it is well-known that sink 275 populations, which are only maintained from dispersals from other sources, are 276 outside the niche of a species (Holt, 2009; Pulliam, 2000) . Accordingly, it is crucial to 277 evaluate whether optimal ecological niche models are able to discriminate between 278 sink and source populations based on its preferred environmental conditions. 279
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